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The Grumpy Pets
After a parrot makes fun of Sooki’s big ears, long
nose, and wrinkled skin, the “saggy baggy” elephant
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isn’t too sure of himself. But once he meets some
beautiful creatures who look just like him, Sooki
celebrates with a joyful “one-two-three-kick.” For over
50 years, parents and children have treasured this
tale, with gorgeous art by Gustaf Tenggren, the
illustrator of The Poky Little Puppy.

The Snowy Day
A super-interactive book with 5 touch-and-feel
elements--starring Grumpy Cat! This Touch-and-Feel
book will make everyone happy except Grumpy
Cat--she doesn't want people touching her or her
stuff! Boys and girls ages 3-7, as well as Grumpy Cat
fans of all ages, will love feeling Grumpy Cat's soft
fur, smooth milk bowl, rough kitty door, and more.
This sturdy board book features 5 different touch-andfeel elements. Grumpy Cat is the most famous cat in
the world, with over 8 million Facebook followers, her
own TV movie, a mobile game, plus loads of bookbuying fans!

Love and Grumpiness
A boy's search for the perfect pet leads him to the
bookstore, where he finds a bright red book that
becomes his best friend.

Grumpy Cat
A stray kitten is raised by some mice, and even after
he realizes that he is a cat and becomes two
children's pet, he never forgets his mouse family.
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Grump in the Night (Grumpy Cat)
Invites young fans to imagine themselves dancing like
real ballerinas in a vocabulary-building story in which
Barbie leaps, twirls and pirouettes while practicing for
a stage performance. Simultaneous. Movie tie-in.

The Shy Little Kitten
The adventures of a little boy in the city on a very
snowy day. On board pages.

What Is Chasing Duck?
A full-color Easter storybook featuring everyone's
favorite feline: Grumpy Cat! Chocolate bunnies? Meh.
Easter baskets? No way. Grumpy Cat is not excited
about Easter in this storybook featuring all-new, fullcolor art! This is perfect for boys and girls ages 3 to 7.

My Pet Book
A funny full-color picture book with press-out
Valentines, stickers, and a poster--all starring Grumpy
Cat! Valentine's Day is all about love and
friendship--things Grumpy Cat hates! But when she
notices Pokey enjoying sweet treats and kind wishes,
she just might change her grumpy ways. Children
ages 3 to 7, as well as Grumpy Cat fans of all ages,
will enjoy this funny, full-color book that includes
press-out Valentines, stickers, and an awesome
poster! Grumpy Cat is the most famous cat in the
world, with over 8 million Facebook followers, her own
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TV movie, a mobile game, plus loads of book-buying
fans!

Grumpy Cat
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . .
. but the Grinch, who lived just north of Who-ville, did
NOT!” Not since “’Twas the night before Christmas”
has the beginning of a Christmas tale been so
instantly recognizable. No holiday season is complete
without the Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and all the
residents of Who-ville, in this heartwarming story
about the effects of the Christmas spirit on even the
smallest and coldest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy
canes, and caroling, the Grinch is a mainstay of the
holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for young
and old. This Read & Listen edition contains audio
narration.

The Saggy Baggy Elephant
«Таинственный сад» – любимая классика для
читателей всех возрастов, жемчужина творчества
Фрэнсис Ходжсон Бернетт, роман о заново
открытой радости жизни и магии силы. Мэри
Леннокс, жестокое и испорченное дитя высшего
света, потеряв родителей в Индии, возвращается
в Англию, на воспитание к дяде-затворнику в его
поместье. Однако дядя находится в постоянных
отъездах, и Мэри начинает исследовать округу, в
ходе чего делает много открытий, в том числе
находит удивительный маленький сад,
огороженный стеной, вход в который почему-то
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запрещен. Отыскав ключ и потайную дверцу,
девочка попадает внутрь. Но чьи тайны хранит
этот загадочный садик? И нужно ли знать то, что
находится под запретом?.. Впрочем, это не
единственный секрет в поместье

Prudence the Part-Time Cow
A hardcover storybook with 10 scents to scratch and
sniff--starring Grumpy Cat! Sweet smells can make
anyone smile--except Grumpy Cat! Join the worldfamous feline and her cheerful pal Pokey as they
discover a variety of scents. This hardcover scratchand-sniff storybook features ten awesome scents and
is perfect for boys and girls ages 3 to 7 as well as
Grumpy Cat fans of all ages!

Grumpy Cat
Express your cat-titude! Surly star of the Internet and
hero of naysayers everywhere, Grumpy Cat has no
use for fun and happiness. Tell the world no, nope,
and not a chance with 19 colorful stickers that feature
Grumpy and sullen sidekick Pokey, in all their glorious
gloom.

Grumpy Cat Stickers
Activities, puzzles, and more than 50 stickers
featuring everyone's favorite surly feline--Grumpy
Cat! Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will love these fun
activities, challenging puzzles, and more than 50
stickers all featuring the world-famous Grumpy Cat!
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This paperback activity book has all-new full-color art.

Don't Pat This Cat!
This Little Golden Book retells the exciting story of
Disney/Pixar's Onward--now streaming on Disney+!
Set in a suburban fantasy world, Disney and Pixar's
Onward introduces two teenage elf brothers, Barley
(voice of Chris Pratt) and Ian (voice of Tom Holland),
who embark on an extraordinary quest to spend a day
with their late dad. Along the way, they meet The
Manticore (voice of Octavia Spencer) who later teams
up with their mom, Laurel (voice of Julia LouisDreyfus), to find them before they unleash a
dangerous curse. Brought to you by the team behind
2013's Monsters University, Onward is now streaming
on Disney+. Relive the excitement of the movie with
this Little Golden Book adaptation that's perfect for
girls and boys ages 2 to 5, as well as Disney Little
Golden Book collectors of all ages!

A Grumpy Easter (Grumpy Cat)
The most beautiful fish in the entire ocean discovers
the real value of personal beauty and friendship.

The Little Grumpy Cat that Wouldn't
(Grumpy Cat)
This is a children's story focused around the popular
town of Boone, North Carolina in the nook of the Blue
Ridge Mountains. Author Yogi Collins grew up in
Boone and, while she loves that the High Country is
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filled with interesting and quirky people, she is also
fascinated by how people end up in this little slice of
heaven. A television producer/writer by trade, Yogi
again lives in Boone, now with her husband Dan and
two incredible kids. This is her first book.

Hello, Cat, You Need a Hat
Humans of New York meets The French Cat in this
carefully cultivated, gorgeous full-color collection
featuring New York’s iconic felines and the stories
behind them. They inhabit New York City’s most
legendary and coziest spots—the Algonquin Hotel, a
whiskey distillery, Bleecker Street Records, and a host
of yoga studios, bodegas, bookstores, and bike shops
in between. True New Yorkers—masters of people
watching—they perch on wine crates, piles of books,
and a classic hotel countertop, taking in the activity
around them. Depending on their mood, these cats
will ignore enthusiastic admirers, offer a few delightful
purrs, or occasionally even take a swipe. Some even
find a mouse or two to chase. Shop Cats of New York
introduces forty of New York’s favorite felines—all
who have an extraordinary story to tell. Popular cat
blogger Tamar Arslanian and Instagram pet
photographer Andrew Marttila capture these deeply
loved and well cared for animals in their city habitat
and reveal how they came to reign over their urban
kingdoms. A celebration of some of the city’s most
revered citizens and a unique look at New York life,
this enchanting illustrated volume is a must for every
cat lover, and every Big Apple devotee.
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Onward Little Golden Book (Disney/Pixar
Onward)
Prudence looks like a full-time cow—she wanders
through pastures, she swats flies, and she lines up for
supper. But Prudence is a part-time cow—she is also a
scientist, an architect, and an inventor, studying and
building and dreaming and creating. To the other
cows in the herd, Prudence is a bit too part-time.
She's just too different to be part of the herd. At first
Prudence tries to fit in, suppressing all her scientific
smarts and imaginative inventing. But in a moment of
inspiration—Cow Power!—Prudence realizes how to
show the others that she can be a part-time cow and
a full-time member of the herd. Funny and sweet, this
is a story for anyone who's ever felt a bit different.

I Am a Bunny/Soy Un Conejito
It's Grumpy Cat's birthday and she's not happy about
it at all!

Goodnight, Boone
This Little Golden Book is based on the box office hit
Disney Frozen 2--now streaming on Disney+! Directed
by Jennifer Lee and Chris Buck, and produced by Peter
Del Vecho, Walt Disney Animation Studios' featurelength follow-up to 2013's Oscar®-winning film
Frozen is a record-breaking blockbuster. Kristen Bell,
Josh Gad, Idina Menzel, and Jonathan Groff are
reprising their roles in an all-new story that sees
Anna, Elsa, Olaf, Kristoff, and Sven journey to the
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enchanted forests and dark seas beyond Arendelle.
This Little Golden Book with exciting scenes from
Disney Frozen 2 is perfect for girls and boys ages 2 to
5, as well as Disney Little Golden Book collectors of all
ages!

Frozen 2 Little Golden Book (Disney
Frozen)
In a world filled with inspirational know-it-alls and
quotable blowhards, only one figure is indifferent
enough to tell the cranky truth: Grumpy Cat.
Following the success of her New York Times
bestselling debut, everyone's favorite disgruntled
feline is back with this demotivational guide to
everyday life, love, friendship, and more. Featuring
many new photos of Grumpy Cat's famous frown and
packed with uninspiring observations, The Grumpy
Guide to Life will help anyone get in touch with their
inner grouch.

Creative Haven Grumpy Cat Hates
Coloring
Internet sensation Grumpy Cat's epic feline frown has
inspired legions of devoted fans. Celebrating the
grouch in everyone, the Grumpy Cat book teaches the
fine art of grumpiness and includes enough bad
attitude to cast a dark cloud over the whole world.
Featuring brand new as well as classic photos, and
including grump-inspiring activities and games,
Grumpy Cat delivers unmatched, hilarious grumpiness
that puts any bad mood in perspective.
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Grumpy Cat Little Golden Book Favorites
(Grumpy Cat)
What is chasing Duck? Is it something wild and hairy?
Does it have big teeth? Who will help protect Duck?
Featuring Jan Thomas’s wonderfully wacky humor,
rowdy repetitions, and hilarious characters, this book
is sure to have young readers laughing out loud!

The Rainbow Fish
Feeling Grumpy? Check out these three Grumpy Cat
Little Golden Books in one crummy collection!

The Misadventures of Grumpy Cat and
Pokey
Dynamite proudly presents The Misadventures of
Grumpy Cat (and Pokey!), featuring "The World's
Grumpiest Cat" and her brother, Pokey! With her everpresent pout and sassy disposition, Grumpy Cat has
won the hearts of people everywhere. Grumpy Cat is
the perfect combination of unbearable cuteness,
instant fan appeal, and established multimedia
presence. If you love the memes, the videos, and that
irresistible scowl, then get ready for the wildly fun
antics of Grumpy Cat and Pokey in Dynamite's allnew, all-sensational Grumpy Cat comics! Grumpy
Cat's global following includes 8.2 million Facebook
fans and over 40 million YouTube views. Since her
photos first went viral in 2012, Grumpy Cat has gone
from Internet star to real-life celebrity.
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Grumpy Cat/Garfield Collection
This spooky Halloween storybook with glow-in-thedark pages and stickers stars the beloved Grumpy
Cat! It's time for Pokey's Halloween party--and
Grumpy Cat wants nothing to do with it. Will her
friends force her to join in the tricks, treats, and
games? That sounds scary! Children ages 3 to 7, as
well as Grumpy Cat fans of all ages, will enjoy this nottoo-spooky book, which includes glow-in-the-dark
pages and stickers!

The Grumpy Guide to Life
Grumpy Cat, the internet's cutest curmudgeon, takes
the world by storm with her comic book
misadventures! You'll laugh yourself silly at the killjoy
kitten's hilarious brand of sass, most often directed at
her fun-loving, big-hearted brother Pokey. They're two
cats that are too adorable for words, one with a
childlike wonder, and the other with a pout so
prominent, you can't help but to exclaim,
"Awwwwww!" What fun-loving escapades will Pokey
dream up, and how will that adorable scamp Grumpy
Cat rain on everyone's parade?

The Secret Garden
Billy’s not like the other kids. He’s a bit moody, a bit
cranky, a bit . . . grumpy. In hopes of cheering him up,
his mom takes him and his sister to the animal rescue
one Saturday morning. All the animals are cute and
playful, but they’re a little too happy for Billy’s taste.
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When Billy wanders into another section of the store,
however, he stumbles across a different group of
animals awaiting adoption. These pets are grouchy
and scruffy. In fact, they seem downright
grumpy—just like Billy! He catches the eye of a
particularly grumpy pup—could this be the friend Billy
has been looking for? Grumpy Pets shows that there’s
a perfect match for everyone, if you stay true to
yourself.

Shop Cats of New York
It's the poky little puppy's first Christmas, and he's
not sure what to expect. When he meets an animal
friend who's lost his home, Poky's quick to help-and
learns all about the spirit of Christmas. "From the
Hardcover edition.

I'm a Monster Truck
A young girl insists on dressing up her cat. Hello
Reader.

The Poky Little Puppy's First Christmas
It's the face that launched a thousand quips! Grumpy
Cat® fans will prize this tribute coloring book and its
portrait gallery, which features 31 intricate full-page
designs of the cranky-looking feline.

Grumpy Cat & Pokey Vol 2
The most famous cat in the world stars in her very
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own Little Golden Book perfect for storytime this
Mother's Day! Grumpy Cat has 8 million Facebook
followers, her own TV movie, and now . . . a Little
Golden Book! In this story featuring an all-new iconic
art style, Grumpy Cat’s friends and admirers try to get
her to try new things and have fun, and each time she
is even more resolved to say NO. In the end, she is
right. Having fun is awful.

I Can Be a Ballerina
One beautiful day, a shy little kitten embarks on a
journey filled with adventure! In the course of her
wanderings, she meets an interesting and often
amusing collection of fellow creatures. The Shy Little
Kitten, with illustrations by the renowned Gustaf
Tenggren.

The Kitten Who Thought He Was a Mouse
Cuddle up with Nicholas the bunny in Richard Scarry's
beloved classic. I am a bunny. My name is Nicholas. I
live in a hollow tree. In the spring, Nicholas picks
flowers and chases butterflies, and in the summer,
watches the frogs in the pond. In the autumn, he sees
the animals preparing for the winter. When winter
comes, Nicholas watches the snow falling from the
sky, then curls up in his hollow tree and dreams about
spring. In print for well over 50 years, this beautifully
illustrated, gentle story has been a favorite Golden
Book for generations.

How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Read &
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Listen Edition
Take a trip through American history with this
Grumpy Cat paper doll book! Join Grumpy Cat on a
trip through American history with this full-color paper
doll book. Boys and girls ages 5 to 8 and Grumpy
collectors of all ages will enjoy dressing up their
favorite unhappy feline like George Washington,
Abraham Lincoln, Amelia Earhart, and many other
famous American icons, leaders, dreamers, and
daredevils.

Grumpy Cat
"It's not just a truck. . . . It's a MONSTER TRUCK! In
this high-octane board book, truck fans everywhere
can start their engines and ride along with
Mudenstein and his mammoth machine friends for all
their crashing, smashing fun!"

Unhappy Birthday, Grumpy Cat! (Grumpy
Cat)
Grumpy Cat needs to learn his ABCs, but he doesn't
want to.

Grumpy Cat
Once there was a cat who lived all alone.He ate on his
own. He slept on his own.He spent every day alone.
Poor Cat! The other kitties never ask him to play. He
just seems so grumpy. Then, one night, in a terrible
rainstorm, everything changes: Cat hears a plaintive
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meow and finds a drenched little kitten taking shelter
between his paws. And no matter what Grumpy Cat
does, she's determined to stick by him. Endearing art,
expressive characters, and gentle storytelling from
Britta Teckentrup (Big Smelly Bear) send children the
comforting message that there's a special friend for
everyone.

Grumpy America: a Paper Doll Book
(Grumpy Cat)
This hardcover storybook collection features three
Grumpy Cat Little Golden Books. Grumpy Cat has over
8 million Facebook followers, her own TV movie, a
mobile game, plus her very own collection of Little
Golden Books! Join this famous feline in three cattastic tales: The Little Grumpy Cat That Wouldn't, A Is
for Awful, and Yawn!: A Grumpy Cat Bedtime Story.
Grumpy Cat fans of all ages will adore this hardcover
Little Golden Book collection featuring full-color
illustrations.

Grumpy Cat - This Book Stinks!
It's the inevitable meeting of the sourpusses! Garfield,
the reigning cynical cat of newspapers and TV crosses
paths with Grumpy Cat, the internet sensation whose
scowl endeared herself to the world. Who's the most
sarcastic? Well, he likes lasagna and not much
elseand she doesn't even like lasagna. Can these two
inhabit the same comic book mini-series, let alone the
same planet? You'll find out in a trio of issues written
by Mark Evanier and illustrated by Steve Uy. We'd say
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it's the cat's meow but neither of these cats meows.
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